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Affected sibling pairs are often the design of choice in linkage-analysis studies with the goal of identifying the genes
that increase susceptibility to complex diseases. Methods for multipoint analysis based on sibling amount of sharing
that is identical by descent are widely available, for both autosomal and X-linked markers. Such methods have the
advantage of making few assumptions about the mode of inheritance of the disease. However, with this approach,
data from the pseudoautosomal regions on the X chromosome pose special challenges. Same-sex sibling pairs will
share, in that region of the genome, more genetic material identical by descent, with and without the presence of
a disease-susceptibility gene. This increased sharing will be more pronounced for markers closely linked to the sex-
specific region. For the same reason, opposite-sex sibling pairs will share fewer alleles identical by descent. Failure
to take this inequality in sharing into account may result in a false declaration of linkage if the study sample
contains an excess of sex-concordant pairs, or a linkage may be missed when an excess of sex-discordant pairs is
present. We propose a method to take into account this expected increase/decrease in sharing when markers in the
pseudoautosomal region are analyzed. For quantitative traits, we demonstrate, using the Haseman-Elston method,
(1) the same inflation in type I error, in the absence of an appropriate correction, and (2) the inadequacy of
permutation tests to estimate levels of significance when all phenotypic values are permuted, irrespective of gender.
The proposed method is illustrated with a genome screen on 350 sibling pairs affected with type I diabetes.
Introduction
In recent years, many genes causing or increasing sus-
ceptibility to diseases have been identified. Although
most successes have been for Mendelian disorders, more
investigators are performing genomewide screening to
detect genes associated with complex traits (e.g., see
Blouin et al. 1998; Cornelis and al. 1998; Hager et al.
1998; Mein et al. 1998; Reich et al. 1998; Ghosh et al.
1999; Kehoe et al. 1999; Philippe and al. 1999). In a
genome scan, a large set of markers is typed on all 22
autosomal chromosomes, in addition to some markers
on the X and Y chromosomes. Methods to performmul-
tipoint analysis of genome-scan data are widely available
(Kruglyak and Lander 1995; O’Connell and Weeks
1995; Kruglyak et al. 1996; Morton 1996; Kong and
Cox 1997; Almasy and Blangero 1998; ASPEX), both
for autosomal and for X-linked markers. However,
markers in the pseudoautosomal regions (Strachan and
Read 1996) pose a special challenge. Even though their
transmission is similar to that of markers in the auto-
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somal regions, males are more likely to receive the allele
linked to the Y chromosome from their father, whereas
females are more likely to receive the allele linked to the
father’s X chromosome; this is most extreme formarkers
nearer to the sex-specific region. Therefore, one would
expect an increased identity-by-descent (IBD) sharing
among same-sex pairs, whereas opposite-sex pairs
should be expected to show a decreased sharing, re-
gardless of whether a disease-susceptibility gene is pres-
ent in the pseudoautosomal (XY) regions. Traditional
sib-pair methods for qualitative traits compare the av-
erage IBD sharing between affected relatives; a sharing
greater than that expected under the hypothesis of no
linkage indicates the possible presence of a disease-sus-
ceptibility gene. When analyzing the pseudoautosomal
regions, one must take into consideration that the ex-
pected sharing depends on the following: the sex of the
siblings forming the pair; vm, the male recombination
fraction between the marker and the sex-specific region;
and the presence or absence of a disease-susceptibility
gene in the pseudoautosomal region. Failure to take the
sex into consideration may lead to false-positive or false-
negative results; for example, if the study sample has an
excess of sex-concordant pairs, an increased sharing
might be interpreted as indicating the presence of a dis-
ease-susceptibility gene. The opposite scenario also is
true; if an excess of sex-discordant pairs are present, one
may fail to detect a gene by using methods for autosomal
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Figure 1 Results from 1,000 replicates of a simulated marker on the pseudoautosomal regions unlinked to the disease locus, for LODu
and LODc, when no excess sex concordance is present (a and b) and when the probability of sampling a sex-concordant pair is set at 68%
(c and d).
Figure 2 Results from 1,000 replicates of a simulated marker on the pseudoautosomal regions linked to the disease locus, at a distance
of 5 cM, for uncorrected and corrected LOD scores for recurrence risks of (a and b) and (c and d). For both simulations,l = 1.5 l = 2.0O O
there is no excess of same-sex pairs.
markers without taking into account that the markers
are located on the pseudoautosome. Ott (1986) pro-
posed ways of using parametric-linkage software to cor-
rectly analyze pseudoautosomal data, but no nonpara-
metric equivalent for allele-sharing methods is available.
The need for such methods is apparent from the nu-
merous studies of schizophrenia that look at potential
association with the XY region (Collinge et al. 1991;
Asherson et al. 1992; Gorwood et al. 1992; Wang et al.
1993; Barr et al. 1994; Crow et al. 1994; d’Amato et
al. 1994; Maier et al. 1994; Kalsi et al. 1995); an excess
of same-sex affected pairs has been observed in a few
studies (Collinge et al. 1991; Asherson et al. 1992; Got-
wood et al. 1992), which has been interpreted as an
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Table 1
Analysis of All 350 Sibling Pairs Affected with
Type I Diabetes
Marker W2 LODu LODc
DXYS218 .600 .0 .0
DXYS228 .998 .5 .5
DXYS230 .998 .4 .3
DXYS231 .998 .4 .4
DXYS154 .906 1.2 1.3
Figure 3 Results from 1,000 replicates of a simulated marker on the pseudoautosomal regions unlinked to the quantitative trait “height,”
for unadjusted analysis (a), analysis of sex-adjusted phenotypes (b), and for each of 1,000 permutations of the phenotypes, irrespective of sex
(c). As can be seen, this estimated null distribution is incorrect, since panel a represents the true null distribution. Results obtained from
permutation of the phenotypes within sex (d) give a more appropriate null-distribution reference, which is very similar to the null distribution
in panel a.
indication of the presence of a schizophrenia-suscepti-
bility locus in the pseudoautosomal region. Although
parametric methods have been used in this context,when
affected sibling pairs and nonparametric analysis were
used, it was usually under the assumption that the
marker was unlinked to the sex-specific region (Collinge
et al. 1991), thus “justifying” the use of methods for
autosomal data. However, failure to take into account
the fact that the markers analyzed are linked to the sex
region in a sample with excess sex concordance leads to
inflation in the LOD score. Therefore, it is not surprising
that many linkage studies (Asherson et al. 1992; Wang
et al. 1993; Barr et al. 1994; Maier et al. 1994; Kalsi et
al. 1995), with and without excess sex concordance
among sibling pairs, have failed to replicate significant
results found by other groups. The pseudoautosomal
region also has been implicated in male homosexuality,
by Hamer et al. (1993). In their article, they analyzed
only the maternal transmissions, to avoid bias. This is
a valid method, but it ignores valuable information from
the paternal transmissions, which leads to a less pow-
erful approach. We present in this article methods to
properly account for the inequality in sharing among
same- and opposite-sex sibling pairs when one is ana-
lyzing pseudoautosomal markers, using both paternal
and maternal genetic information.
Methods
A common approach to linkage analysis using affected
sibling pairs involves comparing the number of alleles
shared IBD between affected siblings versus the expected
sharing under the null hypothesis that there is no linkage
to a disease-susceptibility locus. For an autosomal
marker unlinked to any disease loci, siblings will share
either zero alleles or one allele maternally (paternally),
with probability . Therefore, siblings will share zero,12
one, or two alleles IBD with probabilities , , and ,1 1 14 2 4
respectively. An increase in IBD sharing over what is
expected under the null hypothesis is taken as evidence
for linkage to a disease-susceptibility locus. For markers
on the X chromosome outside the pseudoautosomal
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Table 2
Analysis of 181 Same-Sex Pairs Affected with
Type I Diabetes
Marker W2 LODu LODc
DXYS218 .600 .9 .1
DXYS228 .998 23.9 .3
DXYS230 .998 25.8 .2
DXYS231 .998 25.7 .2
DXYS154 .906 25.6 2.6
regions, same-sex pairs will share one allele IBD pater-
nally whereas opposite-sex pairs will share no paternal
alleles. Hence, same-(opposite-)sex pairs will share either
one or two (zero or one) alleles IBD, with probability
each. Again, a sharing greater than what would be12
expected is taken as evidence for an X-linked locus af-
fecting the trait of interest.
A similar approach, with modifications, can be ap-
plied to the pseudoautosomal regions. We develop a
likelihood framework to test for the presence of a dis-
ease-susceptibility locus in the XY regions. The likeli-
hoods of the observed IBD sharing under the null and
alternative hypotheses are derived below, to form a like-
lihood-ratio test. Under the hypothesis that there are no
disease-susceptibility genes in the XY region, the prob-
ability that a pair shares either zero alleles or one allele
IBD from the maternally transmitted chromosome in
the XY portion of the genome is . However, the prob-12
ability of sharing either zero alleles or one allele on the
paternally transmitted chromosome depends on the vm
value between the marker and the sex-specific region
and on the sex of the members of the pair; for same-
and opposite-sex pairs, the probability of sharing one
allele IBD from the father is W2 and respectively,21W
where . If we let aij be the null-hy-
2 2 2W = v  (1 v )m m
pothesis probability of sharing i paternal and jmaternal
alleles IBD, and let the superscripts “S” and “O” denote
“same sex” and “opposite sex,” respectively, we can
rewrite (in notation similar to that of Risch [1990b])
the probabilities, as follows:
1S S 2a = a = (1W ) ,00 01 2
1S S 2a = a = W ,10 11 2
1O O 2a = a = W ,00 01 2
1O O 2a = a = (1W ) . (1)10 11 2
The number of same-sex pairs sharing i paternal alleles
and j maternal alleles follows a multinomial distribu-
tion, with parameters ; the same holds true for op-Sa ij
posite-sex pairs, with parameters .Oa ij
Single Major Locus
We use the notation of Risch (1990a) to define the
alternative hypothesis. We assume a single major locus
influencing the trait and located on the pseudoautosomal
regions, with genetic effect , where KR denotesl = K /KR R
the recurrence risk to a type-R relative (R = “S,” for
siblings; “M,” for MZ twins; and “O,” for parent/off-
spring) of an affected individual and where K is the
population prevalence. In the following subsections, the
assumption of a single locus will be relaxed, and equiv-
alent methodology will be derived for a general multilo-
cus model.
For a trait linked to the pseudoautosome, the recur-
rence risk for siblings of an affected individual depends
on the sex of the pair members, since same-sex sibling
pairs are more likely to share the disease-influencing al-
leles IBD than are opposite sex-pairs. Hence, ;S Ol ( lS S
again, the superscripts “S” and “O” denote same- and
opposite-sex pairs, respectively. The relationship be-
tween and depends on the vm value between theS Ol lS S
trait locus and the sex-specific region and is defined in
Appendix A. Let lO and lM be the ratio of the recurrence
risk to the prevalence, for offspring and monozygotic
twins, respectively. Then, under the alternative hypoth-
esis, the number of pairs sharing i paternal and j ma-
ternal alleles is still multinomial, but with the following
parameters (see Appendix A):
Sa00Sz = ,00 1 2[ ](l  1)W (l  1)O M2
Sa l01 OSz = ,01 1 2[ ](l  1)W (l  1)O M2
Sa l10 OSz = ,10 1 2[ ](l  1)W (l  1)O M2
Sa l11 MSz = , (2)11 1 2[ ](l  1)W (l  1)O M2
and
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Oa00Oz = ,00 1 2[ ](l  1) (1W )(l  1)O M2
Oa l01 OOz = ,01 1 2[ ](l  1) (1W )(l  1)O M2
Oa l10 OOz = ,10 1 2[ ](l  1) (1W )(l  1)O M2
Oa l11 MOz = , (3)11 1 2[ ](l  1) (1W )(l  1)O M2
where and .S O z = 1  z = 1ij ij ij ij
For the simpler case of no dominance variance,
, and the equations above depend onl  1 = 2(l  1)M O
only two parameters, lO and W
2 (or vm).
A likelihood ratio is formed to test the following hy-
potheses: , or ,H :l = l = 1 H :l 1 1 l 1 1 l 0 O M 1 O M M
.l  1O
Let if pair k is of the same sex and 0 otherwise,w = 1k
and let be the probability that the kth pair shares i˜pkij
paternal and j maternal alleles IBD, as based on the
genotyping data and with the sex of the pair members
being taken into account. If the data consist ofN sibling
pairs, the LOD score or logarithm base 10 of the like-
lihood ratio can be written as
N S S S Sz z z z00 01 10 11
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜log LR = w log p p p p10 k 10 k00 k01 k10 k11S S S S{ }a a a a1 00 01 10 11
N O O O Oz z z z00 01 10 11
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ (1w )log p p p p k 10 k00 k01 k10 k11O O O O{ }a a a a1 00 01 10 11
N
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜p l p l p l pk00 O k01 O k10 M k11= w log k 10 2{ }1 W1 (l 1) (l 1)O M2 2
N
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜p l p l p l pk00 O k01 O k10 M k11
 (1w )log . k 10 2{ }1 1W1 (l 1) (l 1)O M2 2
(4)
One can calculate from pkij, where pkij is computed˜pkij
under the assumption that the marker is unlinked to the
sex-specific region ( or ), with the follow-2v = .5 W = .5m
ing equation (see Appendix B):
Sa ijp akij ij
˜ Sp = .akij lmp aklm lm
l m
The equivalent expression holds true for opposite-sex
pairs, with replacing . Note that aij without a su-
O Sa aij ij
perscript is the probability that i paternal and jmaternal
alleles will be shared IBD for an autosome marker under
the null hypothesis and is equal to for and1 i = 0,14
. If we assume that the distance from the locusj = 0,1
being tested and the sex-specific region is known from
other sources (Broman et al. 1998), we can maximize
the log10 likelihood ratio over all values of lM and lO.
Holmans’ (1993) triangle constraints reduce to l M
and . For the case of no domi-l  1 l  (2l  1)O M O
nance variance, and the maximiza-l  1 = 2(l  1)M O
tion is computed over a single parameter, lO.
Note that the maximum-likelihood parameters andˆlO
obtained via equation (4) estimate the risk, to off-ˆlM
spring and an MZ twin of an affected individual, that
is attributable to a locus in the XY regions. A significant
difference between and and other estimates basedˆ ˆl lO M
on epidemiological samples would indicate that a single
locus in the pseudoautosomal region does not, by itself,
explain the observed familial risks.
The primary purpose of this report is not to estimate
lO and lM per se but to provide a model-free approach
to the analysis of affected sib pairs, by testing for a
significant difference between the sharing probabilities
and and their null values and when there isS O S Oz z a aij ij ij ij
no linkage to the pseudoautosomal regions. As exem-
plified in the single-locus model, the sharing probabilities
in equations (2) and (3) are mathematically related to
each other and depend on only two parameters. This is
true for all genetic models, and the following reparame-
terization will be useful for the multilocus model:
l  1O
y = ,2(l  1)W (l  1)O M
l  1M
h = . (5)2(l  1)W (l  1)O M
The sharing probabilities can be rewritten as
S S 2z = a [1 (yW h)] ,00 00
S S 2z = a [1 (yW h)] ,01 01
S S 2z = a [1 (yW h)] ,10 10
S S 2z = a {1 [y (W  2)h]} (6)11 11
and
2y (1W )hO Oz = a 1 ,00 00 2{ [ ]}1 (1 2W )h
2y (1W )hO Oz = a 1 ,01 01 2{ [ ]}1 (1 2W )h
2y (1W )hO Oz = a 1 ,10 10 2{ [ ]}1 (1 2W )h
2y (1W )hO Oz = a 1 . (7)11 11 2{ [ ]}1 (1 2W )h
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The probabilities above can be substituted in equation
(4), and the likelihood can be maximized over y and h,
subject to the constraint , to test the nullh  2y  0
hypothesis . In the case of no dominance var-h = y = 0
iance, , and only one parameter needs to be es-h = 2y
timated, if it is assumed that W2 is known.
Multilocus Models
The LOD score in the first two lines of equation (4)
is valid for any multilocus genetic model having one
locus on the pseudoautosomal region. We demonstrate
in Appendix C that equations (6) and (7) for the sharing
probabilities and are still valid for multilocus mod-S Oz zij ij
els. Accordingly, the approach is model free and, for
known vm (or W
2), depends only on two parameters, y
and h. This situation is entirely similar to the analysis
of autosomal markers with affected sibling pairs, where
the LOD score also depends on two parameters (Risch
1990b; Kruglyak and Lander 1995). The detection of
linkage is model free, but, if one wishes to estimate some
genetic parameters, such as lS or the risk attributable to
a specific locus, a genetic model needs to be assumed.
In the pseudoautosomal case, the detection of linkage is
model free, and the interpretation of y and h is model
dependent.
In the case of a single major locus, y and h are defined
by equation (5). For the multilocus multiplicativemodel,
introduced, by Risch (1990a), as an approximation to
genetic epistasis, the overall ratio of the recurrence risk
to prevalence is written in terms of the locus specific l’s,
. If we assume that locus 1 is on a pseu-l =  lR i=1 iR
doautosomal region and that all other loci are unlinked,
the parameters can be written as
l  11O
y = 2(l  1)W (l  1)1O 1M
and
l  11M
h = 72(l  1)W (l  1)1O 1M
See Appendix D. Note that those parameters are iden-
tical to those in equation (5), after the locus-specific l1O
and l1M are substituted for the overall lO and lM. For
the additive model, an approximation to genetic hetero-
geneity, the overall ratio of the recurrence risk to prev-
alence is written as the weighted sum of the l’s at con-
tributing loci: , whereKL 2il  1 =  ( ) (l  1) K =R i=1 iRK
. As for the multiplicative model, if it is assumedL Ki=1 i
that the first contributing locus is on a pseudoautosom-
al region and that all other loci are unlinked, the inter-
pretation of the estimated parameters is as follows:
2 21 K l  11 1O
y = ( ) ( )S2 K lS
and
2 21 K l  11 1M
h = .( ) ( )S2 K lS
A similar model, which Risch (1990a) has called the
“heterogeneity model,” is defined by the following equa-
tions: andL(1 2K KK ) =  (1 2K  K K ) 1R i=1 i i iR
. For such a model, the estimated pa-LK =  (1 K )i=1 i
rameters are
L
21 K l  11 1O
y =  (1 2K  K K )( ) ( ) i i iSS2 K l i=2S
and
L
21 K l  11 1M
h =  (1 2K  K K ) .( ) ( ) i i iSS2 K l i=2S
The derivations of these equations can be found in Ap-
pendix D.
Quantitative Traits
When the phenotype is quantitative, the same inflation
of the LOD score can be observed when the Haseman-
Elston (HE) method of analysis is used for sibling pairs
(Haseman and Elston 1972). This will occur when the
mean of the trait of interest differs by gender, with or
without the presence of an excess of same-sex pairs. As
an example, let the phenotypes for the siblings in pair
j be defined as and ,x = m f  e x = m f  e1j 1j 1j 2j 2j 2j
where if sibling i in pair j is a female, 0 if male.f = fij
The trait is unlinked to the XY regions but is sex de-
pendent. We will show through simulations as well as
analytically that this scenario can lead to the false con-
clusion of XY linkage for such a trait. Let Y = (x j 1j
and let , with . For the tra-2 2 2x ) e = (e  e ) Var(e ) = j2j j 1j 2j j e
ditional HE method, the squared phenotype differences
(Y’s) are regressed on the IBD status at one or more
markers, to find the trait influencing loci. A statistically
significant negative slope is indicative of linkage. Let pj
be the IBD status of pair j at a marker located on the
XY region at distance W2 from the sex-specific region.
If the probability that a sex-concordant pair will be sam-
pled is t, then, under the assumption that there are no
XY-linked susceptibility loci, we can show that
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2W (1 t)2 2E[YFp = 0] = j  f ,j j e 2 2t(1W ) (1 t)W
1 2 2E[YFp = ] = j  f (1 t) ,j j e2
2(1W )(1 t)2 2E[YFp = 1] = j  f 7j j e 2 2tW  (1 t)(1W )
Hence, E[YjFpj] is strictly decreasing in pj, for
2W 1 .5
(XY-linked markers) and (sex-dependent trait), sof( 0
that a linear regression of the Y’s on the p’s would yield
a negative slope, which could be falsely interpreted as
an indication of XY linkage. In the case of no excess of
same-sex pairs ( ), the equations reduce to1t = 2
2 2 2 2 2E[YFp ] = j W f  p (1 2W )f = a bp ,j j e j j
and , with equality holding only if or2b  0 W = .5 f =
. Hence, the false conclusion of XY linkage could be0
reached even in the absence of an excess of same-sex
pairs. A simple solution to prevent an excess of false-
positive results consists of the use of sex-adjusted phe-
notypes, since, then, by definition, . Although thisf = 0
adjustment would seem natural with regard to a quan-
titative trait, the same problem applies to the use of the
traditional HE for a qualitative phenotype when affected
individuals receive a score of 1 while unaffected have a
score of 0. The existence of unequal sex-specific prev-
alences would again give under H0, for a markerb ! 0
in the pseudoautosomal regions. Another alternative,
which would work well with both qualitative and quan-
titative phenotypes, is to assess the statistical signifi-
cance, by means of a permutation test. However, per-
muting all phenotype values irrespective of sex, as is
often done in the literature, would yield an incorrect
estimate of the P value, since the sex effect would be
destroyed by such a permutation scheme. The correct
way to assess the significance of a result would be by
permuting the phenotype values within sex categories,
to preserve the sex effect. This is illustrated by simulation
studies in the Results section.
Results
Simulation Study—Qualitative Traits
To assess the impact of using the corrected likelihood
versus ignoring the sex inequalities in sharing, as is often
done in the literature, a simulation study was performed.
The transmission of a marker in the XY regions was
simulated for 500 nuclear families with two affected off-
spring each, under the null and the alternative hypoth-
eses of a single major locus in the XY regions. We picked
a marker with 10 alleles with frequencies described, in
The Genome Database, for DXYS154, an informative
marker in the pseudoautosomal regions. To evaluate the
LOD-score inflation that can occur when there is an
excess of same-sex pairs, the probability of sampling a
sex-concordant pair was set to 68% in the second set
of simulations. This probability would be achieved if
males were four times more likely to be ascertained than
females, or vice versa. Each simulation consisted of
1,000 replicates, and the LOD score for each replicate
was computed two ways: either under the assumption
that the data were autosomal or by use of the corrected
method for pseudoautosomal markers that has been de-
scribed in the present paper. Results are presented in
figure 1. When there are no susceptibility loci and the
sample has similar numbers of same- and opposite-sex
pairs (fig. 1a and b), the corrected-LOD-score (LODc)
distribution does not differ much from the uncorrected
distribution. However, when an excess of same-sex pairs
is present, the uncorrected LOD score (LODu) is in the
range 0.2–9.4 (fig. 1c), with 54.7% of the replicates
yielding LOD scores 13. On the other hand, none of the
1,000 corrected LOD scores (fig. 1d) in the presence of
an excess of same-sex pairs had a LOD score 13.
When there is no sex distortion, even though the type-
I error will not be inflated, the power can be improved
by using the corrected-LOD-score method. To illustrate
this point, the simulations under the alternative hypoth-
esis were performed under the assumption that therewas
no excess of same-sex pairs; that is, the probability of
sampling a sex-concordant pair was set to . The dom-12
inance variance for the single-locus model was set to 0.
Two sets of 1,000 simulations were done, one with
and the other with . Results are pre-l = 1.5 l = 2.0O O
sented in figure 2. When the corrected method was used,
the probability of a LOD score 13.0 increased from
44.2% to 70.0%, in the case of , and froml = 1.5O
80.3% to 97.8%, in the case of .l = 2.0O
Analysis of 350 Sibling Pairs Affected with Type I
Diabetes
Mein et al. (1998) published the results of a genome
scan of a set of 356 sibling pairs from the United King-
dom that were affected with type I diabetes, and both
a description of the data and the results for all autosomes
and the X chromosome can be found in their article. We
present here the analysis of five pseudoautosomal region
markers, using MAPMAKER/SIBS (this analysis is the
LODu method) and the corrected method described in
the present article (the LODc method). The vm values for
the markers were taken from the genetic maps of the
Center for Medical Genetics, Marshfield Medical Re-
search Foundation, and the Cooperative Human Link-
age Center; the results are given in table 1. Of the 350
sibling pairs for which genotyping data on theXY-region
markers were available, 181 were same-sex pairs and
169 were opposite-sex pairs. Because the numbers of
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same- and opposite-sex pairs are similar, the multipoint
LOD scores obtained from both methods are compa-
rable. For illustration purposes, we computed the LOD
score for the 181 same-sex pairs only (table 2). For the
four markers closely linked to the sex-specific regions,
, whereas . Using theLOD = 23.9–25.8 LOD = 0.1–2.6u c
proper method is crucial when the number of same- and
opposite-sex pairs is unbalanced.
Simulation Study—Quantitative Traits
We generated the quantitative phenotype “height” for
500 sibling pairs and a fully informative marker located
in the XY region, with but unlinked to the phe-v = .05m
notype. The mean heights for males and females were
69 inches (SD = 3) and 63.5 inches (SD = 2.5), respec-
tively. We used the HE method to compute a t-statistic,
which we then converted to a LOD score. For 1,000
iterations, the null distribution of the LOD score was in
the range 0.77–14.63, with a median of 5.19 (fig. 3a);
89.7% of the replicates gave LOD scores 13, which is
an extremely high number of false-positive results. One
possible correction involves regressing the trait values
on sex, to produce sex-adjusted phenotypes, which are
then substituted in the analysis. In the 1,000 replicates,
no LOD scores 13 were observed when this correction
method was used, indicating an appropriate type-I error
rate; see figure 3b.
For the second correction, a permutation test was im-
plemented in two ways, as a nonparametric way of eval-
uating the statistical significance. Figure 3c shows the
values obtained from the common approach of per-
muting all phenotypes, irrespective of the sex of the pair,
from the last replicate of the simulated distribution of
the unadjusted score.
Under the null hypothesis of no linkage, LOD-score
values in the range of 0.77–14.63 would be compared
with this null distribution and would lead to a gross
underestimation of the P values and to the conclusion
that a gene for height is located in the XY region. A
better approach would be to permute the phenotypes
within sex groups (fig. 3d). This would lead to more-
realistic estimates of both the null distribution and the
significance of the observed LOD score.
Discussion
The simulation studies were limited to two-point anal-
yses at the disease-susceptibility loci, with no missing
genotyping data. However, the method was applied
more generally to multiple markers in the XY regions,
to perform multipoint analyses, using five markers from
a genomewide screen for type I diabetes. Themultipoint-
sharing probabilities for the XY regions, , were com-˜pkij
puted from the multipoint sharing probabilities, pkij, un-
der the assumption of autosomal linkage (Kruglyak and
Lander 1995), and were replaced in the likelihood equa-
tions, to yield multipoint LOD scores.
When the sibship size is 12, the corrected LOD score
can be computed by using all possible sibling pairs in
the likelihood, with or without weighting the pairs by
2/nk, where nk is the size of sibship k. Significance levels
may have to be assessed via permutation tests. When,
compared with other siblings in the sibship, the proband
is more likely to possess susceptibility genes, one may
wish to use all independent pairs containing the pro-
band. However, when there is no reason to differentiate
between affected individuals, using only independent
sibling pairs in which a random index case is used is
not recommended, since this method has been shown
to be highly dependent on the choice of index cases (Van
Eerdewegh et al. 1999).
In the XY regions, the recombination frequencies are
much higher in males than in females (Rouyer et al.
1986). Although some genetic software can allow for
different male and female recombination fractions, the
modified version of MAPMAKER/SIBS that was used
for the simulations in the present study assumed equal
recombination fractions for males and females in the
estimation of pkij.However, the approach proposed here
already breaks down the maternal and paternal inher-
itance and depends only on vm, the genetic distance be-
tween the markers and the sex-specific region. There-
fore, it could be applied to IBD probabilities obtained
by using sex-specific maps. It is to be hoped that soft-
ware that, in the computation of IBD sharing, takes into
account the different recombination rates for females
versus males will soon be available.
Sibling-pair methods are now widely used to map
complex traits. Markers in the XY region routinely are
included in genome scans. An excess of sex-concordant
affected sibling pairs is often taken as suggestive of XY
linkage. However, the analysis of studies with an excess
of same-sex pairs will lead to the conclusion of XY
linkage if the proper method is not used. Therefore, it
is of the utmost importance to properly account for the
expected increased sharing, among same-sex pairs, in
the XY region, in order to reach the correct conclusions.
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Appendix A
Let us consider a marker locus in the pseudoautosomal
regions. Males will receive the allele linked to the Y
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chromosome, from their father, whereas females will re-
ceive the allele on the X chromosome, unless a recom-
bination occurs. Therefore, under the null hypothesis of
no linkage between the trait and that locus, same-sex
pairs will share their paternal allele IBD unless there
occurs a recombination during meiosis in one of the
offspring, but not in both. If the male recombination
fraction between the marker and the sex-specific region
is vm, we can write the probability of sharing a paternally
inherited allele IBD as
S 2 2 2P (IBD = 1) = 1 2v (1 v ) = v  (1 v ) = W ,m m m m
where the superscript “S” indicates that the probability
holds for same-sex pairs. On the other hand, opposite-
sex pairs will share their allele IBD from the father only
if one of the offspring, but not the other, is a recombi-
nant; hence, , withO 2P (IBD = 1) = 2v (1 v ) = 1Wm m
the superscript “O” denoting opposite-sex pairs. The
probability of sharing zero alleles or one allele from the
maternal chromosome is independent of vm and is .
1
2
Combining the probability of maternal and paternal IBD
sharing yields equations (1). Under the alternative hy-
pothesis that there exists a single major disease-suscep-
tibility gene in the XY region, located at vm from the
sex-specific region and with effects lO and lM, we can
compute the sharing probabilities at the trait locus, as
follows (Risch 1990b):
Sa00Sz = ,00 SlS
Sa l01 OSz = ,01 SlS
Sa l10 OSz = ,10 SlS
Sa l11 MSz = , (A1)11 SlS
where lO is the ratio of the recurrence risks to offspring
to the population prevalence, lM is the ratio of the re-
currence risks to MZ twins, and is the equivalentSlS
ratio for siblings, in same-sex pairs. These equations
hold true for opposite-sex pairs, with the superscript
“O” replacing “S.” Note that , so that theS Ol = l = lO O O
superscript has been omitted. However, underS Ol ( lS S
the hypothesis that there exists, in the XY region, a gene
influencing the disease. Let fk be the penetrance of ge-
notype k. Then, , where2l = S S p f t f /K K =R k l k k Rkl l
, pk is the frequency of genotype k, and tRkl is theS p fk k k
conditional probability that a relative of type Rwill have
genotype l at the trait locus, given that the index indi-
vidual has genotype k. Note that if and 0t = 1 k = lMkl
otherwise, whereas only if genotypes k and lt 1 0Okl
share at least one allele in common. This mathematically
convenient notation allows one to establish a relation
between and , in the following manner. Since, forS Ol lS S
XY linked loci,
2 2W 1 1WSt = t  t  pSkl Mkl Okl l2 2 2
and
2 21W 1 WOt = t  t  p ,Skl Mkl Okl l2 2 2
we can rewrite
2 2W 1 1WSl = l  l S M O2 2 2
and
2 21W 1 WOl = l  l  .S M O2 2 2
Therefore, can be rewritten asSlS
21 WSl  1 = (l  1) (l  1)S O M2 2
and
21 1WOl  1 = (l  1) (l  1) .S O M2 2
Substitution of and in equation (A1), by use of theS Ol lS S
expressions above, yields the sharing probabilities under
the alternative hypothesis. In addition, one obtains
.1O S 2l = l  ( W )(l  1)S S M2
Appendix B
Let be the probability that the kth pair shares i˜pkij
paternal and j maternal alleles IBD, on the basis of the
genotyping data, with the pair members’ sex being taken
into account, and let pkij be the same probability com-
puted under the assumption that the marker is unlinked
to the sex-specific region ( or ). Let aij be
2v = .5 W = .5m
the null-hypothesis probability that i paternal and j ma-
ternal alleles are shared IBD for an autosomal marker,
whereas and are the equivalent probabilities forS Oa aij ij
same- and opposite-sex pairs, for a pseudoautosomal
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marker (which will depend on the marker distance W2
from the sex-specific region). Then, one can write
P (IBD = i, IBD = j, data)2W =.5 P Mp =kij P (data)2W =.5
P (dataFIBD = i, IBD = j)a2W =.5 P M ij=
P (data)2W =.5
SP (dataFIBD = i,IBD = j)a P (data) a2 2W (.5 P M ij W (.5 ij= S[ ][ ]P (data) P (data) a2 2W (.5 W =.5 ij
P (data) a2W (.5 ij
˜= p .kij S[ ]P (data) a2W =.5 ij
The value of the ratio of probabilities (second term) is
not known; however, since the probabilities have to sum
to 1, we can rewrite this expression as follows:
Sa ijp akij ij
˜ Sp = .akij lmp aklm lm
l m
The equivalent expression holds true for opposite-sex
pairs, with replacing . Note that pkij is computed
O Sa aij ij
by using multipoint information if available.
Appendix C
In this appendix, we show that, for general multilocus
models, the probability of sharing i paternal and j ma-
ternal alleles IBD (zij) for same-sex (superscript “S”) and
opposite-sex (superscript “O”) pairs can be expressed
as
S S 2z = a [1 (yW h)] ,00 00
S S 2z = a [1 (yW h)] ,01 01
S S 2z = a [1 (yW h)] ,10 10
S S 2{ }z = a 1 [y (W  2)h]11 11
and
2y (1W )hO Oz = a 1 ,00 00 [ ]{ }21 (1 2W )h
2y (1W )hO Oz = a 1 ,01 01 [ ]{ }21 (1 2W )h
2y (1W )hO Oz = a 1 ,10 10 [ ]{ }21 (1 2W )h
2y (1W )hO Oz = a 1 .11 11 [ ]{ }21 (1 2W )h
Accordingly, for known vm (or W
2), these probabilities
depend on only two parameters, y and h.
James (1971) introduced a general multilocus model
that applies to any number of loci. The model is ex-
pressed in terms of additive, dominance, and epistatic
sources of variance on an incidence [0,1] scale, some-
times called the “penetrance scale.” Let be the var-ViAjD
iance due to an ith-order interaction of additive com-
ponents and an jth-order interaction of dominance
components (Kempthorne 1957). For two relatives of
type R, cR is defined as twice the probability that two
alleles drawn at random, one from each of the individ-
uals, will be IBD, and uR is the probability that the rel-
atives share two alleles IBD. For a trait not influenced
by genes on the pseudoautosomal regions, the recurrence
risk to a relative of type R can be written as (Risch
1990a)
1 i jl  1 = (c ) (u )V .R R R iAjD2 [ ]K n=1 ij=n
For siblings, and . We can obtain a similar1 1c = u =S S2 4
expression if one of the loci affecting the trait of interest,
say, locus 1, is on the pseudoautosomal regions and all
other loci are unlinked. Let be twice the probabilityScS
that two alleles drawn at random from the pseudoau-
tosomal locus affecting the trait, one allele from each of
the same-sex siblings, will be IBD, and let be theSuS
probability that the same-sex siblings share two alleles
IBD at the pseudoautosomal locus. Then,
1S S i jl  1 = c (c ) (u )V S S S S A iAjD2 1[K n=1 ij=n1

S i ju (c ) (u )V S S S iAD jD1
n=1 ij=n1

i j (c ) (u )V . (C1) S S iAjD]
n=1 ij=n
All summations in the previous and subsequent ij
expressions are over all loci except locus 1. In equation
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(C1), the first term is the covariance between two siblings
that involves the additive effect at locus 1, the second
term involves the dominance deviation at locus 1, and
the last term is the covariance due to all loci other than
locus 1. As a shorthand notation, we rewrite equation
(C1) as
1S S Sl  1 = (c V  u V  Cov ) .S S A G S D G GG2 1 1K
For opposite-sex siblings, the equation holds when the
superscript “S” is replaced by “O.” Note that
1Sc = [P(maternal allele IBD)P(paternal allele IBD)]S 2
1 1 12 2= W = (1 2W )( )
2 2 4
and
1S 2u = P(maternal allele IBD) # P(paternal allele IBD) = W .S 2
For opposite-sex pairs, W2 is replaced by . If21W
we adopt Risch’s (1990a) notation and let if sib-X = 1i
ling i is affected and 0 otherwise, and if we define
to mean that the pairs share i paternal and jIBD = ij
maternal alleles IBD at the pseudoautosomal locus, then
the sharing probabilities can be written as
1
2Cov(X ,X d IBD = ij) 11 2K
S Sz = a ,ij ij S[ ]lS
with a similar expression for opposite-sex pairs, with the
appropriate superscripts. We note that, given ,IBD = 00
; that, given or ,S O S Oc = c = u = u = 0 IBD = 01 IBD = 10S S S S
; and that, given ,1S O S O Sc = c = ,u = u = 0 IBD = 11 c =S S S S S2
. Accordingly,O S Oc = u = u = 1S S S
1 1S
2 2Cov  1 (l  1) CovGG S GGK K
S S Sz = a = a 1 ,00 00 00S S( ) [ ]l lS S
2 21 1 W W
2 [(  )V  V ]A G D GK 4 2 21 1
S= a 1 ,00 S{ }lS
1 1
2 ( V Cov ) 1A G GGK 2 1
S Sz = a ,01 01 S[ ]lS
1 1S
2(l  1) V Cov( )S A G GGK 2 1
S= a 1 ,01 S[ ]lS
2 21 W 1 W
2 [(  )V  V ]A G D GK 2 4 21 1
S= a 1 ,01 S{ }lS
2 21 W 1 W
2 [(  )V  V ]A G D GK 2 4 21 1
S Sz = a 1 ,10 10 S{ }lS
and
1
2 (V  V  Cov ) 1A G D G GGK 1 1
S Sz = a11 11 S[ ]lS
1S
2(l  1) (V  V  Cov )S A G D G GGK 1 1
S= a 111 S[ ]lS
2 21 W 3 W
2 [(  )V  (  1)V ]A G D GK 2 4 21 1
S= a 1 .11 S{ }lS
If we substitute and1 1 1 1Sy = ( V )/l h = ( V 2 2A G S A G4 2K 1 K 1
in the equations for the sharing probabilities1 SV )/lD G S2 1
above, we get equations (6). To get similar equations for
opposite-sex pairs, we note that
1O S O S O Sl  l = [(c  c )V  (u  u )V ]S S S S A G S S D G2 1 1K
1 1 12 2= (1 2W )V  (1 2W )VA G D G2 1 1[ ]K 2 2
2 S= (1 2W )hl .S
Hence, equations (7) are obtained by substituting withSlS
in the sharing probabilitiesO S 2l = l [1 (1 2W )h]S S
above and by substituting for W2 in the21W
numerators.
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Appendix D
Multilocus Multiplicative Model
The multilocus multiplicative model was introduced
by Risch (1990a) as an approximation to genetic epis-
tasis. For such a model with L loci, the overall ratio of
the recurrence risk to prevalence is written in terms of
the locus-specific l’s, . If it is assumed thatLl =  lR i=1 iR
locus 1 is on the pseudoautosomal regions and that all
other loci are unlinked, it is easy to see that forS Ol = liS iS
and . Following Risch (1990a), we seeS Oi( 1 l ( l1S 1S
that equations (2) and (3) still hold but that andSl1R
are substituted for lR; for example,
Ol1R
P(2 affected sibsFIBD = 00 at locus 1)S Sz = a00 00[ ]P(2 affected sibs)
2 L SK  K K a1 i=2 i iS 00S= a = .00 S L S[ ]K K  K K l1 1S i=2 i iS 1S
Other and are similarly derived. Accordingly, equa-S Oz zij ij
tions (6) and (7) are valid with the following definitions
of the parameters: 2y = (l  1)/[(l  1)W (l 1O 1O 1M
and . There-21)] h = (l  1)/[(l  1)W (l  1)]1M 1O 1M
fore, the likelihood ratio and testing procedure derived
in the context of a single major locus are applicable to
the multiplicative model. The estimated l’s obtained
from maximizing the likelihood ratios are locus specific
in the case of a multiplicative model.
Multilocus Additive Model
For an additive model with L loci, locus 1 on the
pseudoautosome, and all other loci unlinked, the sharing
probabilities (Risch 1990a) for same-sex pairs are
S2K l  11 1SS Sz = a 1 ,( )00 00 S[ ]{ }K lS
S2K l  l1 1S 1OS Sz = a 1 ,( )01 01 S[ ]{ }K lS
S2K l  l1 1S 1OS Sz = a 1 ,( )10 10 S[ ]{ }K lS
S2K l  l1 1S 1MS Sz = a 1 . (D1)( )11 11 S[ ]{ }K lS
The equations hold for opposite-sex pairs, with the su-
perscript “O” replacing the superscript “S.” The locus-
specific relationship (see Appendix A) still holds for locus
1; that is,
21 WSl  1 = (l  1) (l  1)1S 1O 1M2 2
and
21 1WOl  1 = (l  1) (l  1) ,1S 1O 1M2 2
and the overall ratio of the sibling recurrence risks to
prevalence can be written as
L
2 2K K1 iS Sl  1 = (l  1) (l  1)( )  ( )S 1S iSK Ki=2
and
L
2 2K K1 iO Ol  1 = (l  1) (l  1) .( )  ( )S 1S iSK Ki=2
Hence, we can write
2K1O S O Sl = l  (l  l )( )S S 1S 1SK
2K 11S 2= l  W (l  1) . (D2)( ) ( )S 1MK 2
Let
2 21 K l  11 1O
y = ( ) ( )S2 K lS
and
2 21 K l  11 1M
h = .( ) ( )S2 K lS
Substituting equation (D2) into equation (D1) and using
the definitions given above for y and h yields equations
(6) and (7).
Multilocus Heterogeneity Model
The multilocus heterogeneity model is very similar to
the additive model, as can be seen below. Using Bayes’
rule and following Risch (1990a), we have
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L L
212 (1K ) (12K K )  (12K K K )i 1 1 i i iS
i=1 i=2S Sz = a ,L L00 00[ ]S12 (1K ) (12K K K ) (12K K K )i 1 1 1S i i iS
i=1 i=2
L
S 2(K K K ) (12K K K )1 1S 1 i i iS
i=2S= a 1 ,00 S[ ]KKS
LS2K l 11 1SS= a 1  (12K K K ) .( )00 i i iSS[ ]{ }i=2K lS
Other values are derived similarly:Szij
LS2 2K l  l1 1S 1OS Sz = a 1  (1 2K K K ) ,( ) ( )01 01 i i iSS[ ]K l i=2S
LS2 2K l  l1 1S 1OS Sz = a 1  (1 2K K K ) ,( ) ( )10 10 i i iSS[ ]K l i=2S
LS2 2K l  l1 1S 1MS Sz = a 1  (1 2K K K ) .( ) ( )11 11 i i iSS[ ]K l i=2S
The relationship between and is similar to thatS Ol lS S
obtained for the additive model:
L
21 K1O S 2l = l  (1 2W ) (l  1) (1 2K K K ) .( )S S 1M i i iS2 K i=2
Hence, reparameterizing the sharing probabilities by
using the parameters
L
21 K l  11 1O
y =  (1 2K  K K )( ) ( ) i i iSS2 K l i=2S
and
L
21 K l  11 1M
h =  (1 2K  K K )( ) ( ) i i iSS2 K l i=2S
yields equations (6) and (7).
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